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Introduction
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◆ The Supersymmetry is a well motivated and favored extension of the Stand 

Model (SM): 

➢ solves hierarchy problem, dark matter candidate…

◆ This talk will focus on the results of SUSY search with 1l (+2b-jets) at ATLAS 

with full Run-2 data (139 fb-1, included in the latest paper SUSY-2019-08).

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PAPERS/SUSY-2019-08/


Analysis Overview
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◆ Signature: 1 lepton + MET + 2 b-jets, decay from charginos and neutralinos 

(via W and Higgs boson)

◆ Small cross sections, but one lepton requirement can largely suppress QCD 

backgrounds and 2 b-jets from Higgs can help to increase the sensitivity.

◆ Dominant backgrounds are ttbar, single top and W+jets which are studied in 

dedicated control regions (CR); other backgrounds estimated in Monte Carlo 

simulation.

◆ The contributions in SRs are derived using a simultaneous fit.



Analysis Overview
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Signal Regions
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◆ Three signal regions with increasing mT requirement

• 3-step signal region optimization

• Targeting increasing mass differences between chargino/neutralino and LSP

• Share common set of kinematic requirements (apart from m(l, b))

◆ Binned in mCT for model-dependent fit (excl. SRs)

• 3 bins in mCT each (in total 9 SRs), can perform 2D shapefit simultaneously

◆ No bins for model-independent fit (disc. SRs)

• No mT upper cut and no mCT bins



Background estimation
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◆ Dominant backgrounds: ttbar, single top, W+jets

➢Use dedicated CRs to derive normalization factors for SRs

➢VRs used to validate extrapolation from CRs to SRs

➢All regions share the same selection as the SR for all variables except m(l, b)

◆ Small backgrounds: Z+jets, diboson, multiboson, ttV, tth, Vh

➢Estimated from MC simulation
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Systematic uncertainties
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◆ Experimental systematics

➢Dominant: JES, JER, MET, pile-up

➢Less significant than theoretical uncertainties in all SRs

◆ Theoretical uncertainties

➢Calculate the uncertainties on transfer

factors for dominant backgrounds

➢For small backgrounds, normalize to

loose preselection to avoid double

count scale uncertainties with the xsec

➢Uncertainties for signals are evaluated

using truth samples (in a relaxed SR in

case of low stat)



Summary plot in all regions
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◆ Both stat and syst

uncertainties included

◆ Good agreement in

all CRs

◆ Small discrepancies

in VRs

◆ Kind of consequent

(but not significant)

offset in SRs



Distributions in SRs

◆ Post-fit distributions of mCT in SRs

◆ Both stat and syst uncertainties included

◆ Contributions from signals (pre-fit) also included
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◆ Calculate the model independent upper limits for each discovery SR:

the visible cross-section, the observed and expected 95% CL upper

limits on the BSM event yield, one-sided discovery p-value and the

significance.

◆ Model dependent limits are shown in next slide (interpreted in simplified

model)

Model independent upper limits
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Model dependent limits
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◆ Small excess → observed limit weaker than expected limit

◆ Exclusion extends to 740 GeV for massless LSP



Summary
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◆ The SUSY search with 1 lepton + 2b-jets + MET in the final state is 

performed with full Run-2 data (139 fb-1) in ATLAS.

◆ Observed small but not significant excess in the SRs

→ Not ready for the discovery

→ Extend the limits to 740 GeV for massless LSP

◆ New efforts for 1l analysis are ongoing: inclusive search, machine 

learning… Stay tuned!





Object definition
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Discriminating variables
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Previous analysis

◆ Results based on 2015+2016 data: (arXiv:1812.09432)



Theory uncertainty calculation
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